Abstract. Selected events of the scientific biography of Wojtek Dziembowski are briefly described, and several related photos are presented. The full version of the presentation is available at the IAU Symposium 301 webpage.
with Prof. Norman Baker. The main goal of their studies was an attempt to find an excitation mechanism for the β Cephei pulsations. Wojtek was the first to develop a computer code for linear nonadiabatic nonradial oscillations. He obtained instability for realistic models of some classical variables like δ Scuti stars but not for the β Cephei-type variables. The results were never published, and much later, at IAU Symposium 162 in France in 1993, Wojtek wrote in retrospect: "For many years, explaining the cause of β Cephei variability has been a major challenge to stellar pulsation theory. The problem is now solved, but we owe the solution to progress in opacity calculation and not to new astrophysical ideas. In fact, if the OPAL opacities were available, the problem would have been solved many years ago (Baker & Dziembowski 1969, unpublished) " (Dziembowski 1994) . It is absolutely fair that just Wojtek was among the first who really solved the puzzle of the β Cephei pulsations (Moskalik & Dziembowski 1992)! According to the SAO/NASA Astrophysics Data System (ADS, as of August 2013), Wojtek has 244 scientific publications with total number of citations equal to about 6800. Sixteen publications have each more than 100 citations, and Wojtek's Hirsch index is equal to 44. He is sole author of 52 publications; most of them are invited talks at many astrophysical meetings -due to obvious restrictions for conference proceedings, they are relatively short but written extremely carefully, clearly and precisely. As an example, I would like to refer again to Dziembowski (1994) , where a very short and clear description of the κ-mechanism is given with special attention to B-star pulsations. At that time Wojtek and collaborators published results of detailed studies of β Cephei and SPB pulsations (Dziembowski & Pamyatnykh 1993; Dziembowski et al. 1993) .
Note that two of Wojtek's single-author papers have been published only recently -on dipolar modes in red giants (Dziembowski 2012a ) and on puzzling frequencies in first-overtone Cepheids (Dziembowski 2012b) .
A few of Wojtek's papers have become classics, as they gave rise to the creation of new directions for theoretical studies of stellar pulsations and for interpretations of observations of multiperiodic variables. Wojtek was one of the first who developed detailed algorithms and codes for computation of linear nonadiababic nonradial stellar oscillations (Dziembowski 1971 (Dziembowski , 1977a , a method of nonradial mode identification from observations of light and radial velocity variations (Dziembowski 1977b) , the theory of nonlinear mode coupling in oscillating stars (Dziembowski 1982) , a method of taking into account effects of differential rotation on stellar oscillations (Dziembowski & Goode 1992) , an algorithm for numerical solution of the inverse problem in helioseismology (Dziembowski et al. 1990 ; see the contribution by Douglas Gough in this volume for Wojtek's many other achievements in helioseismology).
A distinctive property of Wojtek's main papers is that they became most popular and cited more than 20 years after publication -this means that these papers were ahead of their time and they predicted or even defined the direction of stellar pulsation studies! For example, Wojtek's most cited paper on light and radial velocity variations in a nonradially oscillating star (Dziembowski 1977b ) with a total number of 221 citations has been cited 42 times in 1978-1987 and 82 times in 2003-2012 . Indeed, owing to recent cosmic missions and high-precision ground-based observations, a lot of multiperiodic variables have been detected, and elaboration of the methods of nonradial mode identifications is of highest importance for asteroseismology. Jagoda Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz and Wojtek, in collaboration with other colleagues, continue to refine his method, taking into account effects of rotation (see Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz et al. 2002 and later papers). Many of Wojtek's investigations have been performed in collaboration with colleagues both from Poland and from other countries. In my opinion, all of Wojtek's collaborators are happy to work with him; they get creative scientific impulses from his comprehensive knowledge and from his fantastic intuition.
Wojtek was the scientific adviser of 7 students who successfully defended their PhD theses (Ryszard Sienkiewicz, Zbigniew Loska, Pawe l Moskalik, Ma lgorzata Królikowska, Pawe l Artymowicz, Jan Zalewski, Rafa l Nowakowski).
When one considers 225 of Wojtek's publications with less than 6 authors, his closest collaborators appear to be Philip Goode (as coauthor of 48 publications), Alexey Pamyatnykh (40), Jagoda Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz (16), Ryszard Sienkiewicz (15), Marie-Jo Goupil (11) and Aleksander Kosovichev (11). It can be undoubtedly stated that he is the creator of the Polish school of asteroseismology, and now his informal group includes researchers from Warsaw and Wroc law, and collaborates with many other scientists around Dziembowski scientific biography 5 the world (I would like to note that one of the most active researchers of pulsating stars, Gerald Handler, is now working at the Copernicus Center in Warsaw.) 
